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Just as in the real world, plants are important objects in virtual worlds for creating pleasant and
realistic environments, especially those involving natural scenes. As such, much effort has been
made in realistic modeling of plants. As the trend moves towards networked and distributed virtual
environments, however, the current models are inadequate as they are not designed for progressive
transmissions. In this paper, we fill in this gap by proposing a progressive representation for plants
based on generalized cylinders. We model the shape and thickness of branches in a plant as Be´zier
curves, group the curves according to the similarity, and differentially code the curves to represent
the plant in a compact and progressive manner. To facilitate the transmission of the plants, we
quantify the visual contribution of each branch and use this weight in packet scheduling. We
show the efficiency of our representations and the effectiveness of our packet scheduler through
experiments over a wide area network.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Networked virtual environments (NVEs) have become an increasing popular class
of applications, due to advances in graphics capability of commodity desktop. Suc-
cessful examples include Second Life and Google Earth. Such applications typically
describe a 3D virtual world using a collection of media data (3D models, animation,
images, audio, and video) stored on a remote server. A user connects to the server
and requests for a subset of the media data depending on its current viewpoint.
Upon receiving the requested data from the server, the client creates and renders a
partial/local 3D scene, which the user can then interact with and navigate through.
Plants are important and common objects in a networked virtual environment.
Just as in the real world, plants help create a pleasant and realistic virtual world,
especially those involving natural scene. Billboards and L-systems are common
methods to represent plants within virtual worlds. While these simple representa-
tions suffice for NVE applications such as games, realistic and botanically-accurate
representations of plants are crucial in NVE applications such as virtual forests or
virtual botanical gardens, where users are expected to inspect a plant closely and
possibly interact with plants. In certain scenarios, it is not enough to model a
particular species of plants. Rather, an individual famous or historical plant needs
to be modeled. Two examples of such plants are the Bodhi Tree in Bodh Gaya, In-
dia, or the “five-dollar” Tembusu tree in Singapore Botanical Garden. Image-based
representations and randomly generated plants cannot meet the level of details and
botanical accuracy demanded by these applications.
Previous work has focused on how to accurately model a plant [Remolar et al.
2002; Bloomenthal 1985; Prusinkiewicz et al. 2001; Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer
1990; Neubert et al. 2007] or easily create a plant1 for a virtual environment. Real-
istic and detailed plant models can require up to hundreds of thousands of polygons.
Remolar et al. [Remolar et al. 2002] estimated that a plant generated by XFrog,
a well known plant modeling platform, can consist of 50,000 polygons to represent
the branches. The plants can have 20,000 or more leaves, which themselves consist
of polygons. Neubert et al. [Neubert et al. 2007] reported the plant models that
they used consist of up to 555,000 polygons. These numbers are for a single plant.
In natural scenes, such as forests, one would expect the scene to contain tens to
hundreds of plants. As we scale a virtual environment to large number of detailed
plants, the download time increases and may exceed the tolerable response time
needed in an interactive environment. Waiting for completed download of plants
before rendering them on screen becomes infeasible.
We can reduce the waiting time by compromising on the rendering quality of
plants using a progressive representation of plants. With a progressive representa-
tion, a plant can be stream progressively – a coarse version of the plant is sent first,
followed by a series of refinements to incrementally improve the level of details of
the plant. The receivers can thus render a less detailed version of the plant, and
progressively add further details as the refinements are received.
Progressive representation for general 3D objects, such as progressive meshes
[Hoppe 1996] are well studied. These representations, however, are not suitable
1Dryad (http://dryad.stanford.edu)
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Fig. 1. Mesh simplification on a Walnut model. The original model consists of 278,632 triangles.
From left to right: models consisting of 1%, 0.2% and 0.1% of the original model.
for plants due to the topology structure of the branches. Removing triangles to
simplify the plants without affecting the topology becomes difficult beyond a certain
level. Representation of plants by progressive meshes thus gives unsatisfactory
results [Remolar et al. 2002]. Figure 1 illustrates that the simplification of a tree
represented with progressive mesh does not preserve the topology, in particular, the
connectivity of the tree. Hence, progressive representations that suit the topology
of plants are needed.
In this paper, we propose a progressive representation of plants that preserves
the branching structure of a plant, even at a very low resolution. We focus on repre-
senting branches of a plant, and do not explicitly consider leaves in this paper. Our
proposal is based on a skeletal representation of the tree, organized hierarchically
into a data structure called n-tree and rendered as a set of generalized cylinders.
Further, our representation can be differentially coded for efficiency.
The branching structure and differential coding introduce dependencies among
the data representing a plant. These dependencies need to be accounted for when
streaming our plant representation in a lossy environment. If a packet is lost: a
branch depending on this packet cannot be decoded, even if it has already been
received. The decoding of the branch will have to wait for the retransmission
and reception of the lost packet. This situation causes delay in rendering and
should be avoided especially in interactive applications. Furthermore, each branch
contributes a different amount to the visual quality of the rendered plant. Therefore,
information for branches that are more visually prevalent should be sent with higher
priority.
In this paper, we adopted our previously proposed framework for progressive
mesh streaming [Cheng, Ooi et al. 2007] to streaming of plants. Our original
framework can be generalized in order to stream any partially ordered data, in
particular, our proposed plant representation. The framework considers the char-
acteristics of the 3D model (dependencies and visual contributions) as well as the
characteristics of the network (retransmission delay, packet loss rate), and allows
us to estimate the quality of the rendered 3D model at a given time. From this in-
formation, a packetization strategy and a sending order is determined to maximize
the quality of the decodable model at the client. To adopt our previous frame-
work to our new representation of plants, we need to quantify the importance of
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each component of the progressive representation. In this paper, we measure the
importance of a branch by its size and its distance from the viewpoint.
We evaluate our method using a complex digitized walnut tree [Sinoquet et al.
1997] (referred to as Walnut in the rest of this paper) and an apple tree [Costes
et al. 2003] containing irregularities of a real, natural, branching topology, as well
as using more regular trees generated using L-systems [Prusinkiewicz and Linden-
mayer 1990]. We show that our representation can be compressed efficiently, retains
progressivity, and achieves good rendering quality during transmissions.
Our major contributions in this paper are (i) an efficient and effective new pro-
gressive representation for branching structures in a plant, and (ii) an effective
method for streaming this new representation over lossy network for applications
such as networked virtual environments.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the state-of-
the-art in 3D model streaming and plant representation. Section 3 describes our
proposed representation. We evaluate the suitability of our proposed scheme in
Section 4, and finally, we conclude in Section 5.
2. STATE OF THE ART
Before we present our work on progressive streaming of plants, we first review the
existing literature on progressive streaming of 3D models and representation of
plants.
2.1 Streaming of 3D Models
Previous research in streaming of 3D models has considered many different 3D
representations and different aspects of the problem. A common theme of these
work is how to improve the quality of the rendered mesh, given that the network
is lossy.
One way to improve the quality is to encode the 3D models in a way that is
resilient to losses. Park et al. and Yan et al. propose error resilient compression of
progressive meshes to accomplish this goal [Park et al. 2006; Yan et al. 2001] through
appropriate segmentation of the mesh to prevent error propagation. Point based
representation of an object is inherently loss resilient, and is used by Rusinkiewicz
and Levoy [Rusinkiewicz and Levoy 2001] and Tarin et al. [Tari et al. 2005]. Others
have considered error control mechanisms for improving the rendered mesh quality
[Al-Regib et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2005].
Using the right transport protocols can appropriately trade off between delay
and robustness. This issue is considered by Li et al. [Li et al. 2006], Al-Regib and
Altunbasak [Al-Regib and Altunbasak 2003], Harris III and Karvets [Harris and
Kravets 2002].
Packet scheduling can affect the rendered quality of the 3D models as well. Ra-
manathan et al. [Ramanathan et al. 2003] extend rate-distortion framework to
streaming of light fields. Cheng et al. [Cheng, Ooi et al. 2007] propose a greedy
heuristic in deciding which vertex splits to send first when streaming a progressive
mesh. Yang et al. [Yang et al. 2004] allocates bandwidth between mesh data and
textures appropriately to improve the rendered quality.
One can send only segments of the 3D models that are visible to the viewers.
Such view-dependent streaming has been explicitly or implicitly considered in these
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previous work. For instance, Meng and Zha [Meng and Zha 2003] use user’s gaze
to guide the transmissions of point-based models. Cheng and Ooi [Cheng and Ooi
2008] consider how to estimate the visibility and visual contributions of vertex splits
at the receiver.
An important issue to consider is how to model the quality of the 3D model.
Quantifying the visual contribution of a data unit can help deciding which data
unit to send. Cheng and Ooi [Cheng and Ooi 2008] estimate the quality of a vertex
split in a progressive mesh using the screen-space area of the faces around the vertex
split. In [Ramanathan et al. 2003], authors measure the distortions of images in
light fields. Tian and Al-Regib [Tian and AlRegib 2004] and Cheng et al. [Cheng,
Ying et al. 2007] propose metrics to quantify the quality of a simplified mesh with
textures.
However, as presented above, the literature on streaming of 3D models mainly
concentrate on mesh-based, point-based, or image-based representation of generic
3D objects. While each of these representations can be optimized to represent
different types of objects within a virtual environment, none of them can effectively
and progressively represent realistic plants. In the next section, we briefly introduce
the current state-of-the-art in plants representation.
2.2 Representation of Plants
Plant geometry is particularly complex and thus motivated a variety of representa-
tions dedicated to its specific needs [Deussen and Lintermann 2005; Boudon et al.
2006]. Branches and foliage are usually treated separately. From a modeling point
of view, a string representation of the branching structure is coupled with rewrit-
ing rules, called L-systems [Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer 1990], to simulate the
growth of the plant, and with a LOGO style turtle that interprets the symbols of the
string as geometric commands [Prusinkiewicz 1986]. In this system, the geometry
of a symbol is built according to the geometry of previous elements. In this case,
leaves are instances at different places of the same geometric symbol. This idea
inspired the representation we use in this work. More generally, some high level
representations for branches have been proposed based on parametric [Bloomenthal
1985] or implicit surfaces [Galbraith et al. 2004]. They rely on a branching skele-
ton which is extended with radius (given by cross sections or implicit functions).
Skeleton is defined as a set of connected parametric curves. These branching struc-
ture representations have the advantage to be compact compared to more discrete
representations such as mesh and provide support for animation (which is not the
case of the simplified models whose connectivity is lost in Figure 1). By default,
however, they are not adapted for progressive description. The goal of this paper
is precisely to fill this gap.
From a rendering point of view, some representations based on images [Meyer
et al. 2001; Decaudin and Neyret 2004; Behrendt et al. 2005], points [Weber and
Penn 1995; Deussen et al. 2002] or polygons [Remolar et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2006]
proposed adaptive schemes for displaying trees. These representations mainly fo-
cus on foliage (leaves) and thus can be seen as complementary to ours since they
are usually complemented with polygonal representations of trunk and branches.
The representations that offer some interesting results, however, usually require a
large amount of data, in particular those with points and images. Polygonal rep-
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Fig. 2. The encoding process for a model based on skeletal representation.
resentations on sparse geometry such as foliage are not totally convincing. These
representations can be streamed with classic methods since they use classic prim-
itives with low-level abstraction. By default, however, they seem more dedicated
to static representations. They have to be attached to a skeleton representation to
support animation.
3. STREAMABLE REPRESENTATION OF PLANTS
The lack of suitable, progressive, and dynamic representation of plants that allow
plants to be streamed and rendered at multiple level of details motivates our work
in this paper. In this section, we present our proposed representation of plants. We
then discuss how to code, compress, and stream it.
Figure 2 outlines the steps from encoding to streaming of our representation and
guides the presentation of this section. Our starting point is a natural scene using
a plant model based on skeletal representation (Section 3.1). This representation
serves as the basis for our proposed compressed, progressive representation that
decorrelates information into three components called models, instances, and de-
tail vectors. The detail vectors are compressed with entropy coding (Section 3.2).
We then convert the plant model into binary chunks. Each chunk is assigned an
importance value, which is then used in packetizing and scheduling the chunks for
streaming (Section 3.3).
3.1 Initial Plant Model
Our representation focuses on the branching structure of a plant and is thus based
on a skeletal representation. A branch is represented by (i) an axis curve, modeled as
a Be´zier curve of degree d, and (ii) a radius along the branch, modeled as a 2D Be´zier
curve. Such generic high level representation can then be displayed as generalized
cylinders [Bloomenthal 1985; Prusinkiewicz et al. 2001] (which is the case in this
paper) or implicit surface [Galbraith et al. 2004]. This skeletal representation is
much more compact than a mesh representation. For example, the Walnut at full
resolution only requires 10772 control points using our representation compared to
278,632 triangles using a mesh model. The chosen generalized cylinders warrant
the topology of the tree, that is, the connectivity of the branches. Thus, this model
may be used for animation: kinetic information could be added on the skeleton
structure (not addressed in this paper).
The branches are organized inside an n-ary tree data structure giving the struc-
ture of the plant. We call such a data structure an n-tree, to avoid confusion with
the concrete plant object that we model. The root of the n-tree is the trunk of the
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plant and branches borne by the trunk are the n-tree children of this trunk. Each
child branch contains a parameter u (0 ≤ u ≤ 1) giving the position of the attach-
ment point on its bearing parent branch [Prusinkiewicz et al. 2001]. The parameter
u defines the first control point of the Be´zier curve of the child branch. The d
remaining control points are encoded in the child branch by their three coordinates
in space (c.f. Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. On the left, the Be´zier curve representing a branch with its attachment parameter (u)
on its parent branch. On the right, the Be´zier curve representing the radius along a branch (i.e.
(u, r) ∈ [0, 1]× [0,∞]).
An arbitrary attribute of the branch may be defined as a function of the parameter
u on the interval [0, 1]. Here, the radius of the branch illustrates how attributes
along the branch are coded. It is defined as a positive real value along the branch.
To model it as a smooth function along the branch, we represent its values as a
series of control points (ui, ri) of a Be´zier curve of degree m, where (ui)i=0...m is
an increasing sequence in the interval [0, 1] that defines the location of the branch,
and (ri)i=0...m characterizes the radius for the corresponding given location. Note
that the degree m of the radius curve is not related to the degree d of the bearing
branch.
3.2 Compact Progressive Models for Plants
3.2.1 Multi-resolution model. To encode a plant as a compressed multi-
resolution representation, we exploit the similarity between different branches and
between their radii. We can view the compression of branches and radii as compres-
sion of two sets of Be´zier curves. The idea of the compression algorithm is to first
group similar Be´zier curves together, compute an average curve for each group, and
encode the differences between the control points of a Be´zier curve and the average
curve. Since we group similar curves together, these differences are small and may
be quantized with fewer bits, leading to a compact coding.
A key question is thus how to best group the Be´zier curves such that the differ-
ences within a group is small. We discuss this issue in details in the Section 3.2.2.
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Fig. 4. On the left, the standardization of a Be´zier curve. On the right, a standard representation
of a branch (regular dash), its model -after degree elevation for the case of curves of degree 2- (red
irregular dash), and the detail vectors.
The clustering process gives us clusters of Be´zier curves. We can then create multi-
resolution representation of the curves from each of the clusters. In the following,
we elaborate on this process.
Standardization. To compare and code the differences between two Be´zier
curves, we need a standard representation of these curves. For branches, we use
an affine transformation to convert back and forth between an original branch and
its standard representation. The affine transformation is defined so that P0 and
PN , the first and last control points of the original Be´zier curve, map to the origin
(0, 0, 0) and the point (0, 0, 1) respectively (c.f. Figure 4). We characterize this first
mapping by two rotation angles and a uniform scaling factor. Since we choose to
apply a uniform scaling, there is a degree of freedom remaining, which corresponds
to the rotation around the z, to completely define the affine transformation. We
fix the rotation around the z axis so that the center of gravity (or average) of the
control points, P b, lies in the xz plane.
More specifically, the affine transformation that maps a branch shape to its stan-
dard representation is characterized by
—a translation of vector t = −
−→
P0,
—a scaling factor s = 1∥∥∥−−−→P0PN
∥∥∥ ,
—three rotation angles such that
−−−−−−−−−→
T (P0)T (PN ) = ~z and
−−−−−−−−→
T (P0)T (P
b) · ~y = 0,
where T (P ) denotes the image of P by the affine transformation.
For radii, since the parameters ui already fall in the normalized interval [0, 1], we
normalize the family (ri) by dividing it by the average norm of the radii
∑
i
ri
m+1 .
In the following, the standard representation will refer to either the control points
of a normalized branch, or, to the control points of radius with normalized ri.
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Models. We can now calculate the average Be´zier curve using the standard
representation. The average Be´zier curve of a set of standardized Be´zier curves
with a common degree d is a Be´zier curve of degree d, such that its i-th control
point Pi is the barycenter of the i-th control points of the standardized curves,
mapped from the curves of degree d. We call this average Be´zier curve the branch
model, for branches, and the radius model, for radii.
Instances. Each branch can be approximately represented as soon as its instance
is known. The instance of a branch consists of the attachment parameter u, the
transformation to the standard representation, the radius scaling factors along the
branches, as well pointers to the bearing branch and the models (see Section 3.2.3).
Detail Vectors. We now code each Be´zier curve in differential form relative to
the model, storing its differences to the corresponding control point of the model
(Pi) (c.f. Figure 4). We call the differences detail vectors. It is thus possible to
encode these detail vectors using a limited number of bits. It should be noted that
since the curves are normalized, the first and last control points do not need to
be coded. For example, Be´zier curves representing branches of degree 3 only need
two intermediate points to be defined. The encoding of a branch, and similarly,
of a radius, is now defined by a set of instantiation parameters (transformation to
standard representation) and a set of differential data (from the model).
Our representation allows branches and radii of a plant to be displayed pro-
gressively in two ways. First, parent branches are displayed before their children
branches and descendants. Second, the branch instances are displayed first with
the corresponding instance radius, showing an approximate shape of the branches.
The detail vectors of a branch and its radii may refine its shape afterward.
3.2.2 Grouping Policy. We group the Be´zier curves so that we can differentially
code the curves as detail vectors instead of the original control points. How we
group the curves affects not only the compression ratio, but also the intermediate
visual quality of the tree and the quantization error. We have implemented several
grouping strategies, each to satisfy these different criteria: compression, quantiza-
tion, or the visual aspect. Note that these criteria apply for both the original (full
resolution) model and the intermediate, partially rendered, models. The different
strategies may be considered as cascading filters, as shown in Figure 5.
A first simple (successful) strategy [Mondet et al. 2008] groups branches according
to the degree d of their curves to simplify curve comparison. In that case, the branch
model, as well as the details, have d − 1 control points. In order to minimize the
quantization error, we propose to add a hierarchical clustering algorithm [Johnson
1967]. Clustering is applied on the Be´zier curves by first defining an initial distance
between every two curves. Then, a greedy procedure merges the clusters two by two,
choosing, at each step, the smallest distance until the desired number of clusters
is reached. At each merge, the distances to the newly created cluster are easily
computed using a link function, which computes the distance to the new cluster
from the distances to the two original clusters.
A second strategy is to remove the constraint on grouping according to the de-
gree d, by applying a degree reduction algorithm [Bogacki et al. 1995]. In practice,
any Be´zier curve of degree m ≥ 2 is approximated by a curve of degree 2. From
the deterministic degree raising algorithm (see for example [Farin 2002]), an ap-
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Fig. 5. The grouping methods seen as cascading filters.
proximating curve of degree m is computed. The detail vectors are the difference
to this approximating curve (as in Figure 4). This step corresponds to the filter
Degree Reduction in Figure 5. Curves of degree 1 are treated separately and have
their own model. The degree reduction algorithm we use ensures that end points
do not move. This is an important condition for us, since the end points for the
branches’ curves are implicitly (0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 1) and therefore are not coded.
The degree reduction has two advantages. First, by grouping Be´zier curves into
only two groups (degree 1 and 2), further clustering may be applied since curves
are partitioned in bigger groups. Second, models now only have zero or one control
point to code for the branches, and two or three control points to code for the radii;
they are therefore much lighter.
An additional grouping strategy, called scale-based, uses the length of the branch
(or equivalently, the scaling factor s of the standard representation) to create the
groups. Let smax be the scaling factor of the longest branch and g be the num-
ber of groups that we wish to create. We partition the scaling factors uniformly
and created groups with scaling factors (0, smax/g], (smax/g, 2smax/g], . . . ((g −
1)smax/g, smax]. As a typical tree has fewer long branches and more short branches,
longer branches tends to be grouped with few branches, while shorter branches are
grouped into bigger groups. Since short branches are likely not to bear children
branches, having a less accurate version of these branches in the intermediate tree
is visually acceptable. Otherwise, the shape of a bearing branch would affect all
children branches, causing popping effects. Such scale-based grouping not only pre-
serves to good compression, but gives better visual results for the progressiveness
of the tree (see Section 4.1).
Finally, another grouping strategy using the geometric position of the middle
point in the approximating degree 2 Be´zier curve has been tested. The result are
not as convincing as the scale-based partitioning.
In Section 4.1, we present some experiments on the grouping policies. These
experiments lead us to choose a best compromise grouping strategy, which consists
of reducing the degree of Be´zier curves, and grouping the branches’ shapes by
scale (with g = 4). Obviously our choice can be challenged: other performance
criteria or other experimental data (plant models) may produce a different best
compromise. Nevertheless, we are using this “best compromise” setup for the rest
of the experiments.
3.2.3 Dependencies in the progressive representation. In order to efficiently han-
dle a large model (e.g. load it into memory or transmit it over the network) with
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Fig. 6. One dependency level in the progressive representation of a plant.
a progressive representation of the branch system, we need to express the depen-
dencies between pieces of data: A depends on B meaning that the decodability of
A requires that B has already been decoded.
There are two main families of dependencies: topological dependencies and those
generated by the differential coding. The first family is related to the n-tree struc-
ture of the plant: a branch depends on the parent branch it attaches to. A radius
depends on its branch. The second family includes the dependencies due to differen-
tial coding, that is, the dependence between an instance and its two models (branch
and radius), and between a set of detail vectors and its corresponding instance.
Figure 6 shows these three types of dependencies. Instance A.1 depends on its
parent branch instance x.n (topological dependence). Note that a child branch
is independent of the detail vectors of its parent branch; Section 3.3.2 uses this
independence and shows how we prioritize between child branches and detail vec-
tors. Instance A.1 also depends on its branch and radius models (A and K). The
set of detail vectors A.1 depends on the instance A.1. These two last kinds of
dependencies appear with differential coding.
The progressive representation created by the model, instance, and detail vector
chunk and their dependencies does not contain cycles and therefore can be modeled
as a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG).
3.2.4 Quantization of Details. One advantage of multi-resolution differential
coding is the ability to (i) quantize small detail vectors with a small number of
bits and (ii) to choose accurate binary representative symbols according to their
distribution. In this section, we first show that the evaluation of our resulting de-
tail vectors leads to a beneficial usage of an entropy coder, and then, we present
our quantization method followed by our implementation of a Huffman coder for
encoding the detail vectors.
To evaluate the accuracy of using an entropy coder in our method, we have
computed, for a given quantization (i.e. a given number of bits per floating point
number), the induced error and the theoretical entropy of the represented data. The
maximal induced error gives the accuracy of the quantization, while the computed
theoretical entropy gives the mean number of bits to expect after Huffman coding.
The quantization can be vector or scalar. We have carried out experiments with
both methods. We have started with vector quantization [Mondet et al. 2008].
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The vector quantization is carried out in two steps. First we compute the AABB
(Axis-Aligned Bounding Box) of all detail vectors (by finding the min and max of
the x,y,z coordinates). Then, to quantize each coordinate into c bits, we build a 3D
grid corresponding to 23c vectors uniformly distributed in the AABB. Each detail
vector is then represented by the symbol of the nearest of the vectors discretized on
the grid. The quantization error is thus the distance from the quantized vector to
the original detail vector. To reconstruct the quantized vectors, a header containing
the AABB of the vectors (6 floating point numbers) and the number of bits per
coordinate is sufficient.
The resulting error for a given number of bits per coordinate could still be de-
creased by processing a few iterations of a classification algorithm such as k-means.
However, the resulted gain would be offset by increased header size, since trans-
mission of the actual values of the representing symbols chosen by the classification
would be necessary.
After analyzing vector quantization performance, we have noticed that
—the weight of the dictionary is important using vector quantization on our data;
and
—difference vectors do not show a privileged direction (or a high density) and the
values of their scalar components are quite close.
Therefore we have made experiments with classic scalar quantization (i.e., vector
quantization in dimension 1) over the set of all scalars representing the components
of detail vectors (for branches and radii). The results show that scalar quantization
performs better. Even though vector quantization is slightly better at reducing the
entropy, the gain does not compensate the higher header overhead. Additionally,
even if 3D-vector quantization was used for branches, we still would need to use 2D
or scalar quantization for radii. The results presented in this paper only use scalar
quantization for details vectors for both branches and radii.
Once each detail vector coordinate is mapped to a symbol we can build the en-
tropy coder. First, we build an entropy histogram, giving the number of represented
scalars per symbol (i.e. the probability of each symbol). We have summarized the
resulting plots for one sample tree (the Walnut, c.f. Section 4) in Figure 7. To
improve plot readability, we sort the symbols in increasing order of probability,
and we only show effectively used symbols. The shape of each curve shows very
promising entropic coding capabilities – a few symbols represent most of the detail
vectors.
From the built histograms we can compute the theoretical (Shannon) entropy
with the formula:
H = −
∑
wi>0
wi log2 wi
where wi is the weight of the i-th represented value (i.e. its probability). The results
obtained for Walnut are displayed in Table I and in Figure 8. Table I also shows
the effective entropy after Huffman coding, which includes the header overhead
(Huffman table and parameters).
Values c = 4 or c = 5 seem to be a reasonable trade-off, but in a cautious and
conservative fashion, we use c = 6 for the rest of the experiments. Lower values,
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Fig. 7. Entropy histograms computed for c ∈ [2, 10] show the sorted probabilities of represented
values, for the symbols actually used. The repartition of the number of occurrences, corresponding
to the shape of the curve, presumes the potential of the entropy coding.
Bits per Theoretical Effective Error
coordinate entropy entropy (w/ header) max mean
2 0.094 1.012 (1.017) 0.211 0.059
3 0.429 1.086 (1.092) 0.105 0.051
4 0.768 1.233 (1.240) 0.053 0.017
5 1.655 1.731 (1.742) 0.026 0.016
6 2.455 2.469 (2.488) 0.013 0.008
7 3.243 3.292 (3.324) 0.007 0.003
8 4.037 4.082 (4.137) 0.003 0.001
9 4.816 4.850 (4.948) 0.002 0.001
10 5.695 5.715 (5.890) 0.001 0.000
Table I. Computed entropies and quantification errors, for the Walnut, c ∈ [2, 10] using our best
compromise setup.
i.e. more aggressive quatization, lead to better compression results, and no visible
difference. We evaluate the compression efficiency of our method in Section 4.
3.3 Streaming of Plants
The previous section showed how we can progressively represent and code a plant.
This section describes how the plant can be streamed. We present how we encode
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Fig. 8. The entropies and errors for the quantization of the Walnut using our best compromise
setup.
the data into binary chunks and pack the chunks into packets for transmission, a
quality metric needed for scheduling as well as a few scheduling strategies.
3.3.1 Binary Coding. A progressive representation of a plant consists of four
types of data: base data, branch and radius models, instantiation parameters, and
detail vectors. Base data contains general characteristics of the plant, information
about the trunk, and the entropy coder (the dictionary of symbols). Base data
needs to be received first in order to setup the data structures for a plant. Special
care has been taken in order to minimize the number of bits used for representing
various pieces of information (in particular IDs and pointers).
In order to appreciate the relative weight of various components, details of the
Walnut model are shown in Table II.
Type Number of Size (bits)
chunks min avg max total
Models 7 12 112.57 204 788
Instances 1870 137 137.00 137 256190
Differences 1870 27 50.61 251 94632
Table II. Binary coding: data chunks and their size for Walnut coded using our “best compromise”
options (Header size: 1150 bits).
Once we encode a plant into binary chunks, the next step is to pack the chunks
into packets for transmission. As with packetizing audio and video data, this process
packs binary chunks one-by-one into a packet, until the MTU of the packet is
reached. The packet is then passed on to the transport layer for transmission. A
question that arises here is in what order should the binary chunks be sent. While
it is clear that the base data should be sent first, determining the order used for
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packing the other type of chunks such that the best rendered quality is achieved at
the receiver, is non-trivial. We describe our approach in the next two sections.
3.3.2 Quality Metric. First, let us consider the case where there is no packet
loss. In this ideal case, the best order for sending the data is to follow the decreasing
visual contribution of a chunk – i.e. how much a chunk contributes to the rendered
quality of the plant. Doing so would ensure that the receiver can view, at any given
time, the plants with the best possible quality.
The question thus is how to quantify the visual contribution, or importance, of
a chunk. We describe a quality metric for each chunk as follows:
—the importance of a branch model is a constant k0,
—the importance of an instance is the value of the scaling factor, corresponding to
the size of the branch,
—the importance of detail vectors is the importance of the corresponding instance
multiplied by the average length of the detail vectors (detail vectors include
coefficients for both the shape of the branch and the radii).
The next question is how to relate these three metrics to each other: we choose to
have the importance of instances and detail vectors comparable using two constants
(knobs), k1 and k2, respectively. For instance, considering that the priority is
to increase the density of the branches of the rendered tree, leads to choosing
k1 ≫ k2. On the other hand, considering that the shape of the rendered branches is
more important than their density during a progressive rendering, leads to choosing
k1 ≪ k2.
Figure 9 illustrates the use of these knobs, with those two extreme cases. Intu-
itively, these parameters can be chosen depending on the application: for a botanist,
detail vectors are important for the plant to look realistic; for a computer game
player, density of the branches may be of higher relevance.
The figure only shows the static visual influence of the coefficients. One should
also note that when detail vectors are delayed too much, a move popping effect can
be observed as branches which carry many others are deformed when their details
are decoded.
The proposed metric is for a single plant. In a scene containing multiple plants,
we can adjust the importance of a plant according to its distance from the viewpoint.
This importance leads to a simple view-point dependent streaming: plants closer
to the viewpoint are streamed first.
3.3.3 An Analytical Model for Streaming. For scheduling, two simple strategies
may be used: Naive which features dependence-only ordering (we send only ready-
to-decode data); and FIFO which adds importance ordering between binary chunks.
FIFO can be seen as almost optimal in the case of a stream transmission (no packet
reordering due to losses). In this section, a more elaborated Greedy streaming
strategy is presented; it modifies the FIFO ordering to take packet loss into account.
When there are packet losses, one needs to consider dependencies in deciding the
sending order. Suppose there are two chunks P and Q, with P depends on Q. If we
send P and Q separately in different packets, if the packet that contains Q is lost,
then P cannot be decoded, even if it is received, until Q is retransmitted. Thus,
ideally one should put P and Q into the same packet.
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Fig. 9. The influence of the choice of (k0, k1, k2) on the structure of Walnut after decoding 5%,
10% and 20% of the data.
The discussion above shows that the ideal order to send the chunks (with the goal
of optimizing the quality of the plant), needs to consider both the dependencies and
importance of the chunks. The ideal order also depends on network characteristics
– packet loss rate, round trip time, and available bandwidth. The latter two pa-
rameters determine time to retransmit a loss packet. In our previous work [Cheng,
Ooi et al. 2007], we have developed a model for estimating the expected quality of
the received 3D model, in the context of progressive mesh. The model, however,
is general and can be used for any partially ordered data. In this work, we adopt
the model for streaming of plants, by replacing vertices with chunks in the model.
We briefly highlight the results from this previous work in the rest of this section
for completeness. Interested readers are referred to the original paper for details
[Cheng, Ooi et al. 2007].
Our analytical model considers a sender sending packets at an average (nor-
malised) rate of one packet per unit time. We consider retransmission-based pro-
tocol. A retransmitted packet always takes precedence over new packets. Let Td
be the average time between sending a packet and discovering that it is lost (either
NACK or timeout-based methods can be used). We pack the data to send into
packets, and indexed the packets as 1, 2, 3, etc. We let Si be the time a packet
i is sent, and Ri be the time a packet i is received. The average loss rate of the
network is p. We can estimate the sending time, receiving time of a packet using
the lemmas below.
Lemma 1. If i ≥ Td,
E[Si] = (i− Td + 1)
1
1− p
+ Td − 1.
Otherwise, if i < Td, then Si = i.
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Lemma 2.
Pr(Ri = t) =
{
(1− p)pni,t if (t− Si) mod Td = 0
0 otherwise
where ni,t = ⌊(t− Si)/Td⌋ is the number of times packet i was lost when Ri = t.
Lemma 3.
Pr(Ri ≤ t) = 1− p
ni,t+1.
Let Dv be the decoding time of a chunk v, and P (v) be the set of chunks v
depends on. Then, we have the theorem below.
Theorem 1.
Pr(Dv = t) =
∑
j∈P(v)
Pr(Rj = t)
Pr(Rj < t)
∏
k∈P(v)
Pr(Rk < t) (1)
The expected decoding time of a chunk v is thus
E[Dv] =
∞∑
j=t
jPr(Dv = j), (2)
This model we developed previously allows us to estimate when a chunk can be
decoded, considering dependencies and network characteristics. We can use this
estimation to help us decide the sending order of the chunks. We proposed the
following greedy heuristic in our previous work as well [Cheng, Ooi et al. 2007].
Suppose a chunk i has an importance wi, as calculated from the previous section.
We consider the chunks that have not been sent. For each chunk i, if all chunks
that i depends on has either been pack or sent, we decide whether to send i in the
current packet, or in the next packet. We compute a metric called penalty δi, given
by
δi = wi(E[D
next
i ]− E[D
curr
i ]), (3)
where Dcurri and D
next
i are the decoding time of i if i is packed in the current packet
and next packet respectively. Minimizing the penalty maximizes the difference in
decoded plant quality. The greedy heuristic therefore simply packs the chunk with
highest penalty at each step. We shall see in Section 4.3.2 the advantage of the
greedy strategy when an important chunk is lost.
4. EXPERIMENTS
In order to validate our multi-resolution coding scheme, we have at first evaluated
the resulting compressed representation, then tested the multi-resolution interde-
pendent organization of the binary data over a lossy network.
Compression and streaming have been applied to three plants. We have used
two digitized plant models: a 20 year old Walnut tree [Sinoquet et al. 1997] and an
apple tree [Costes et al. 2003]. The walnut tree is 7.5m high and 5.8m wide. It took
two weeks to digitize using a Polhemus 3Space Fastrack electromagnetic device. We
pre-processed it by fitting Be´zier curves to a series of digitized points representing
branches. Our representation is thus composed of approximatively 1900 branches
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with 6900 control points for the branches and 5800 control points for the radii. The
apple tree is 6 year old, 2.8m high and 2m wide and is made of 430 branches, 1350
control points for the branches and 1100 for the radii.
To extend our experimental range of models, we have also generated some ex-
amples using L-systems. For example, we used here a fir-like tree composed of
6945 branches, 208,354 control points for the branches and 13900 control points for
the radii. Of course, if used in an application, L-systems models would have been
more efficiently transmitted by sending their generative rules and parameters. It
supposes however that the client has enought computational power to also simulate
plant growth from rules, which may not be the case for a light client (like PDAs).
And determining generative process of a given tree is not always possible, in par-
ticular for measured tree or with construction process parametrized by direct user
interaction.
4.1 Progressive decoding and grouping policies
As explained in Sections 3.2.2 and in 3.3.2, different setups and parameters for
the grouping policy and for the quality metric can be defined to optimize different
criteria. Experiments with the Walnut made us choose a best compromise grouping,
but one should keep in mind that some criteria may be subjective and depend on
the plants on which they are applied.
For the grouping policy of the Walnut, we have determined three setups, for the
three following criteria:
—Best compression is achieved by reducing the degree of branches and radii to
degree 2 and not doing any further grouping. In this case the compression ratio
is 3.293).
—Minimal quantization error is obtained by degree-based grouping followed by
heavy hierarchical clustering.
—Best visual impact of the progressive decoding, despite being a subjective
criterion, may be obtained by reducing the degree to 1 and 2, and then using
scale-based grouping for the branches (not the radii). Degree reduction leads
to light models, therefore, the receiver has more information to decode upon
receiving the same number of bits. Additionally, scale-based grouping allows
bigger branches to contribute a better approximation of the intermediate tree
earlier.
As the latest setup ensures both a good compression ratio and an acceptable
quantization error, we define it as our best compromise and use it for all the exper-
iment results we provide (e.g. in Section 4.2).
Regarding the quality metric, we have chosen k0 ≫ k2 and k0 ≫ k1, so that all
models are sent before the instances and detail vectors. On Figure 10(d), degree-
based grouping is applied. Models have an arbitrary number of control points and
are therefore larger. A delay is noticeable: at 5% of the data, no branch instances
have been decoded yet. In this case, k0 may be lowered if visualizing models with
very low percentage of the data is likely. When degree reduction is applied, the
models are much lighter, and sending models first does not delay much the sending
of branches (rows (a), (b) and (c)).
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Tree name
Size (Bytes) and compression ratio
Basic Basic + bzip2 Our method
Walnut 143608 84519 (1.70) 44098 (3.26)
Apple tree 28404 16026 (1.77) 9766 (2.91)
L-System (fir) 2666968 2358353 (1.13) 269108 (9.91)
Table III. Comparison of coding performance of three methods: basic binary coding, basic coding
compressed with bzip2 and our progressive coding (using the “best compromise” setup; not the
“best compression” one c.f. Section 4.1). Size is given in bytes and compression ratio is given
w.r.t. the basic serialization size.
Moreover, for the ratio between k1 and k2, experiments have lead us to define
two main strategies:
—The k1 ≫ k2 strategy ensures that all instances are decoded before any details
(priority to the number of branches).
—The “cost per bits” strategy creates a relationship between the size of the binary
chunks and their importance. The (k1, k2) knobs are chosen inversely propor-
tional to the average size of a instance chunk and a details chunk respectively
(c.f. Table II).
Figure 10 shows progressive renderings of the Walnut for the main strategies we
have defined. In row (c), we notice a significant change in shape between 40% and
85% of the data. This is due to the change of shape of a major, long branch bearing
many children branches. Although the grouping strategy gives a good result in term
of compression for the full model, the visual quality of intermediate tree is more
satisfying in rows (a) and (b) with the best compromise grouping.
4.2 Compression of Plants
In order to appreciate the efficiency of our compressed model we have chosen to
compare it with a well-known compression method (bzip2). Results are shown in
Table III. Second column contains the size of a basic serialization of geometry and
topology of the Be´zier n-tree (with floats and integers coded on 32 bits). Third
column shows the performance after compression with the well-known bzip2, one
of the most efficient generic compression tools. Fourth column shows results for
our method if binary chunks are concatenated. Even if simple, this concatenation
keeps an important property of our model: it is progressive. Naturally this is
appropriate for either file storage (with progressive loading) or network transmission
(with progressive rendering on client). Moreover, we could save a little more by
decreasing the pointer overhead: if binary chunks are completely ordered, then
some IDs (e.g. instance and detail IDs) can be safely removed.
Results of Table III show that, for the best compromise grouping policy and for
six bits per differential coordinate quantization (i.e. c = 6) on the Walnut, bzip2
compression applied to the basic coding has a 1.70 compression ratio, whereas our
coding method brings it up to 3.26.
4.3 Transmission of a Set of Trees
As the main goal of our coding scheme is the progressive transmission of large
natural scenes, we evaluated our transmission schemes over a lossy network to see
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Fig. 10. Rendering after progressive decoding of the Walnut, for different setups:
(a) best compromise with k1 ≫ k2 strategy (b) best compromise with “cost per
bits” strategy (c) best compression with k1 ≫ k2 strategy (d) minimization of
quantization error with k1 ≫ k2 strategy
how our interdependent binary chunks can be efficiently packetized, transmitted
over a lossy network, and progressively decoded.
4.3.1 Experimental Streaming Setup. We ran our experiments using a client-
server streaming setup. On the server-side, the 3D scene data is loaded as a DAG
of binary chunks (Figure 2). This DAG structure is packetized by the scheduler
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Fig. 11. The decoding process.
that implements a given strategy (c.f. Section 3.3.3) and transmitted. Lost packets
are retransmitted; the retransmission order differs depending on the strategy. On
client-side (Figure 11), binary chunks are demultiplexed between objects and a
progressive decoder associated with the plant decodes them as soon as possible for
rendering (as in Figure 10).
We used the unreliable transport protocol DCCP (c.f. [Kohler et al. 2006]) with
retransmission. With an unreliable protocol, packets comming after a loss can still
be processed before repairing the loss, unlike TCP which buffers packets in order to
maintain the original ordering and thus waste potential bandwitdh. We have cho-
sen DCCP over UDP because it is the recommended way of tranporting unreliable
datagrams while being friendly with concurrent TCP streams. For reproducibil-
ity, we first captured a packet trace of random packet data over given network
conditions, and used the trace to simulate transmissions of plants over realistic net-
work conditions and replayed it locally while decoding progressively the packetized
plants.
Using of DCCP required special care for our experiments. First, because of se-
curity restrictions on firewalls, DCCP ports needs to be opened. Moreover because
DCCP uses TCP’s port’s system (client receives data on a random port), config-
uring port traversal via firewalls is needed. The second problem came from the
backbone itself: experiments carried out between Toulouse and Singapore showed
that some backbone routers do not route DCCP traffic. The solution to the last
problem was to implement an application-level UDP tunnel that carries out DCCP
traffic while keeping loss rate’s influence on the DCCP stack.
Two main congestion control mechanisms have been implemented in DCCP
(CCID2 and CCID3 in DCCP’s RFC [Kohler et al. 2006]). CCID2 implements
TCP-like congestion control whereas CCID3 uses TFRC (TCP-friendly Rate Con-
trol). We have chosen to present here experiments with CCID2, as we found its
implementation in recent Linux kernels more robust.
Experiments with DCCP have been carried out on both WAN (with the tunnel)
and a LAN simulating a WAN (by adjusting packet loss and delay with traffic
control tools of the Linux kernel). For conciseness, we shall only present here
results on a real WAN.
4.3.2 Transmission Results. As an example of our experiments, we give results
for the transmission of a set of four walnut trees (considered independent from
each other) over the Internet, between Toulouse and Singapore. The dynamic
importance proposed at the end of Section 3.3.2 is used. The importance is scaled
by the distance to the view point so that the binary chunks are interleaved with
respect to their closeness to the viewer and their static quality. We used DCCP
with retransmission (with CCID2) in our UDP tunnel (c.f. Section 4.3.1). For this
network capture, we have measured a packet loss weaving between 10% and 15%.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the efficiency of packetization strategies Greedy and FIFO, during the
progressive transmission of four walnuts between Toulouse and Singapore. The minimal quality
correspond to the tree having the minimal quality among the four. The right figure plot the
difference in quality between the two strategies.
Fig. 13. Example showing the structure of the same tree of the scene better packetized by the
Greedy strategy.
Two packetization strategies have been tested: FIFO strategy, which takes into
account both dependencies and importance ordering between binary chunks, and
the proposed Greedy strategy (see Section 3.3.3).
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In Figure 12, we show the evolution of the quality of the set of trees (in the
first row, the sum of the tree qualities; in the second row, the quality of the tree
of minimal quality) over time for FIFO and Greedy strategies (the right column
shows the difference between these two curves). Both experiments use the same set
of packet trace. So, at a given time, both have received exactly the same amount of
data. On the arrival of a packet, we reconstruct the trees with the available binary
chunks and compute the quality. Therefore, the plots tend to confirm that the
proposed Greedy strategy of the binary chunks improves the amount of decodable
data over transmission time. Figure 13 shows the reconstruction of one of the trees
after receiving 7% of its data during both transmissions. We can observe that most
of the data received in the FIFO case is unusable due to the lack of one or more
binary chunks on which many others depend. The aim of the Greedy packetization
strategy is rightly to prevent those “accidents” to happen.
5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We have proposed an original progressive representation of branching systems
adapted to the streaming of 3D scenes. This representation allows efficient com-
pression of the plant geometry represented by generalized cylinders. Our method
outputs a set of interdependent binary pieces of data well suited for packetization
and progressive transmission over lossy networks with the help of a quality metric.
There are several directions we can take to continue this research.
For the progressive representation of plants, we may design more accurate meth-
ods for grouping Be´zier curves based on their geometry (and not on their control
points). For example we can analyse more precisely the shape of the curves, us-
ing PCA (Principal Component Analysis), Curvature Scale Space (c.f. [Mokhtarian
et al. 1996]) or minimal energy surfaces (c.f. [Osserman 1986]). Moreover, it would
be interesting to find out the effectiveness of sharing branch models between differ-
ent plants of the scene, i.e. Forest-based progressive compression. The challenge is
to have more accurate models while keeping a good ratio between the numbers of
models and instances.
For progressive transmission of plants, the quality metric could be made more
dynamic by considering the viewpoint of the navigating user more accurately. For
example, at the scene level, scene data close to the central region of the view
frustum should have a higher importance and therefore be streamed first. The
current quality metric also depends on the tunning of parameters k0, k1 and k2
(Section 3.3.2). A user survey may be useful to evaluate the subjective impact of
the quality metric, especially in the presence of undesired effects such as popping,
a common problem of most 3D multi-resolution models.
The efficiency of our progressive representation could be evaluated in other ap-
plications requiring progressive models for plants, for example 3D visualisation on
mobile devices or plant modeling or animation software.
Finally, in order to have fully fledge trees, we also need to consider standardiza-
tion and instantiation to represent leaves. Our tree representation can be naturally
extended with some reference leaf symbols that could be instantiated similarly to
branches. In other words, leaves can be considered as special branches where ge-
ometrical information is used to place leaf models on branches. Leaf models can
ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, M 20YY.
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themselves be geometrically defined as Be´zier patch. Similar scheme to decompose
them as models and instances with difference vectors of control points can thus be
produced.
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